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grog
(alcohol)

anchoring
(hold firmly in place)

gloomy
(dismal, dark)

trimmed
(cut neatly)
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He put on his eye patch and picked up his grog 
with the end of his hook.

What does this pirate look like? Can you 
imagine him?

Reading Warm up
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Reading Warm up

He put on his eye patch and picked up his grog 
with the end of his hook.

What will happen next?
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Reading Warm up

He put on his eye patch and picked up his grog 
with the end of his hook.

Why did he pick up his grog with the end of his hook?



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZMAGHznKQVc
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Matilda lived in Dull-on-Sea, a gloomy seaside town –
too busy in the summer…and in winter it shut down.
There weren’t too many kids around – just Tilda on her street.
The lawns were mowed, the cars were washed, the hedges trimmed and 
neat.
The house next door had been for sale since Tilda was a baby.
She hoped a family would move in with a girl of her age or maybe… 
A boy! a PIRATE BOY! AHOY!



Week 1

He had patched-up jeans, an EYEPATCH and a WOODEN-LEGGED dog!
And a PIRATE SHIP with TREASURE CHESTS and barrels full of GROG!
“We’re the JOLLY-ROGERS! We’ll be anchoring next door,
We’ve sailed the seven seas but now we’ve had to come ashore.”
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Matilda lived in Dull-on-Sea, a gloomy seaside town –
too busy in the summer…and in winter it shut down.
There weren’t too many kids around – just Tilda on her street.
The lawns were mowed, the cars were washed, the hedges trimmed and 
neat.
The house next door had been for sale since Tilda was a baby.
She hoped a family would move in with a girl of her age or maybe… 
A boy! a PIRATE BOY! AHOY!

How many children lived on Tilda's street?

Why does Tilda want a girl of her age to move in next door?
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